
Letting after Covid
Getting back to the new normal

Marion Money



Overview

• Since March 2020 landlords have had to cope with a raft of 
changes to the way they manage properties in England and 
Wales

• Most of these changes were only temporary and based on 
the guidance provided by gov.uk to cope with the pandemic

• Not all of the changes were temporary, and not all of them 
end with the end of lockdown measures in March, June,
July.



The new normal

• Extended notice periods will remain in various forms until the 
end of September 2021.

• The courts have new rules for mediation and scheduling 
hearings. Some may end soon but others are permanent.

• New legislation (breathing space) can prevent landlords taking 
action against debt while the tenant tries to find a debt 
solution.

• Financial support is set to end in September

• Right to rent requirements changed temporarily and 
permanently

• New requirements around electrical safety for all properties

• Forthcoming MEES regulations



Returning to normal



Financial support

During covid, tenants had access to some financial support to help pay 
bills such as rent. 

• Support packages subject to change
• The furlough scheme is set to end from September.

• A fifth and final self-employment grant has been announced covering May-
September will soon be available for the self-employed.

• Universal Credit housing payment raised to 30th percentile of local rents but 
already dropping as rates frozen



Its Good to Talk

• Landlords encouraged to be sensible and to be proactive. 

• e.g If Landlords know their tenant’s used these support systems we 
encourage them to talk to their tenants early to discuss potential financial 
difficulties.

• Recovering rent arrears should not mean losing a tenant

• Advice Line consistently 2,500 calls a week



Landlord Confidence

• Landlord Confidence wavering
• https://www.nrla.org.uk/research/landlord-confidence-index
• SE  above the average for England

• Increasing Regulation
• 168 pieces of legislation , including Distress for Rent Act 1737

• S24
• MEES

• Is it a Good time to sell

• or Buy?

https://www.nrla.org.uk/research/landlord-confidence-index




Queen’s Speech – Renters’ Reform

• Despite no specific mention of a Renters’ Reform 
Bill in this session, Government has committed 
to:
• Publishing consultation response on abolishing 

Section 21
• Outlining proposals for a new ‘lifetime’ tenancy 

deposit
• Publishing a White Paper in the autumn, detailing the 

reform package, including mandatory redress
• Bring forward reforms to drive improvements in 

standards
https://www.nrla.org.uk/news/government-must-
use-time-to-get-rental-reform-right-for-landlords-
and-tenants

https://www.nrla.org.uk/news/government-must-use-time-to-get-rental-reform-right-for-landlords-and-tenants


NRLA Significant Recent Meetings 

• First meeting of the PRS roundtable for stakeholders to inform 
the UK Govt white paper on rental reform, chaired by the 
Minister Eddie Hughes;

• IRPM and ARMA re: cladding; 

• Meeting with Justice Knowles who chairs the Master of the 
Rolls working group on possession;

• A regular catch up with MHCLG;

• Meeting with the Welsh Government; 

• First meeting of the Lifetime Deposits Working Group;

• Dementia and Housing Leaders Group chaired by Lord Best.



Right to rent



Right to Rent – Tenants from EU & EEA

• Suggest check with current EU/EEA tenants 

they have applied for settled status.

• Without this may not have access to Benefit and 

welfare support.

• May not be able to work



Possession notices



Lifting of Restrictions

• As of 1st June 2021 the first phase of the reduction on eviction 
restrictions has come into effect with the Govt taking on board NRLA 
proposals of a roadmap out of Covid measures.

• Consider is Possession the best way forward?

• Our golden rules for dealing with rent disputes: nrla.org.uk/resources/ending-
your-tenancy/pre-action-plan-avoiding-possession-claims

• Communicate and mediate?

• Signpost?

• Record

https://www.nrla.org.uk/resources/ending-your-tenancy/pre-action-plan-avoiding-possession-claims


How Covid legislation has affected 
possession
• NRLA review of possession stats shows:

• 79% fewer possession claims in the last year compared to 2019.

• 2019    110,907

• 20/21  22,700

• Many landlords have had to wait up to 15 months for possession 

• Conversations with Government suggest up to 11,000 warrants still 

awaiting enforcement. 

• Download our report: 

https://www.nrla.org.uk/research/special-reports/the-wait-

of-justice-2021-how-covid-legislation-affected-possession

https://www.nrla.org.uk/research/special-reports/the-wait-of-justice-2021-how-covid-legislation-affected-possession


Notice periods

At the start of the pandemic, the Gov extended the notice 
requirements for most possession notices, including Section 21 and 
Section 8.

• 3 months between 26 Mar-30 Sep 2020

• 6 months in most cases from 1 Oct-30 May 2021

Different notice periods now apply depending on whether you are 
serving in England or Wales and what you are seeking possession on.



Market Place
Ground Root Level 



Rising Rents?



“Affordibility” 

• In the South East, rental price growth exceeded the England average 
for the second consecutive month.
• This is the first time since Oct/Nov 2019 that this region has experienced 

sustained growth above the England average.

• Agents and Landlords report market rents very high

• Tenants in work ( maybe full time but low wage) not able to obtain RGI as do 
not have the ratio of earnings to rent ( 2.5) to pass checks

• LHA rates ( frozen) very low in comparison to market rent

• Landlords able to ‘pick’ and choose.



Bailiffs and HCEOs



Bailiffs back to normal?

• In England, from 1 June baliffs and high court enforcement officers 
can attend properties again.

• They will not attend a property where someone is covid symptomatic 
or self-isolating.

• Long delays likely. 

• Transfer up to the High Court ?.



Breathing Space
Marion Money



Overview

• Came in from 4 May 2021

• Period of time where someone in unsustainable debt works 
with a debt advisor to find a suitable debt solution for 
them.

• During this breathing space, creditors cannot chase a 
debtor for their debts but they can suggest payment plans 
to the debt advisor.

• Two types of breathing space: standard breathing space 
and mental heath crisis breathing space. 



• Detailed Presentation on Breathing Space available



Breathing Space debt respite scheme

• Debtors who are seeking official debt advice through local authorities or FCA-
approved debt advisors may be granted 60 days’ ‘Breathing Space’ to enable 
them to find a debt solution

• Creditors including landlords, banks, utility companies will not be able to 
contact debtors in regard to the debt or require repayment for the duration of 
Breathing Space

• Landlords will not be able to seek possession using Section 8 arrears grounds 
(but can continue to use Section 21)

• Ongoing costs must still be paid ie continuing rent payments, or Breathing 
Space may be suspended

• Further scheme where there is a serious mental health crisis eg tenant is 
detained under the Mental Health Act 1983

• Landlords should consider use of guarantors and room only lets for HMOs
• Full guidance: https://www.nrla.org.uk/resources/managing-your-

tenancy/breathing-space-debt-moratoriums

https://www.nrla.org.uk/resources/managing-your-tenancy/breathing-space-debt-moratoriums


Why has it come in?

• Estimated 9 million people who are over indebted in the UK

• Only 1 in 9 seek financial advice, increasing the risk of debt 
spiralling uncontrollably

• Breathing space incentivises speaking to a debt advisor and 
finding a debt solution.

• Could end up being a positive for landlords as arrears are 
paid off, not written off.



Different types of breathing space

• Standard breathing space 

• can be applied for by any 
individual tenants with 
unsustainable debt. 

• Lasts for 60 days, after which the 
tenant cannot enter another one 
for at least a year.

• Mental health crisis breathing 
space

• only available in extremely
limited circumstances. 

• Lasts for 30 days + the duration 
of the mental health crisis 
treatment.



How a breathing space works



Entering a breathing space

Once the debt advisor decides the tenant can enter a breathing space, 
they will notify you in writing.

This notification will give you an end date if it is a standard breathing 
space and the contact details for the debt advisor in both cases.

From that point onward, until the breathing space ends you must stop 
any enforcement action for the collection of the debt

During that time, you, the debt advisor and the tenant will work on 
finding a debt solution to start once the breathing space ends



What do we mean by enforcement 
action?
In relation to a breathing space debt you cannot -

• Contact the tenant directly in relation to the debt;

• Collect a breathing space debt;

• Obtain a warrant in relation to the debt;

• Serve a notice seeking possession because of the debt;

• Sell on the debt to a third party;

• Charge interest on the debt over the period covered by the breathing space;

• Apply for a judgement in relation to the debt;

• Enforce an existing money judgement for the debt;

• Take control of the tenant’s belongings during the breathing space;

• Start bankruptcy proceedings;

Note that these restrictions also apply to any joint tenants who have not entered the breathing space.



Discussing debt solutions

The aim of the breathing space is to find a suitable debt 
solution at the end of the breathing space

If you want to propose a debt solution you can do so but you 
must contact the debt advisor and not the tenant.

If the tenant comes to the landlord with a debt solution 
proposal then the landlord may respond to the tenant.



What can you do during a breathing 
space?
• Ask for a review 
• Serve Section 21 notices and apply to 

court on that basis.
• Serve Section 8 notices on grounds that 

are not related to the debt (ground 14 for 
example) and apply to court for them

• Contact the tenants to discuss 
maintenance, repairs or fulfilling any other 
obligation not related to the debt.

• Contact a guarantor to have them pay off 
the debt

• Discuss a debt solution



What does the tenant have to do during 
a standard breathing space?
For standard breathing spaces, tenants have their own obligations as 
well –

• Work with the debt advisor to find a suitable debt solution;

• Pay their ongoing obligations (like rent)

• Not apply for any additional credit

• Provide accurate information to the debt advisor

Failure to do this can lead to the breathing space being cancelled at the 
review stage.



Does the tenant have obligations during 
a mental health crisis breathing space?
• As tenants are dealing with a mental health crisis the same 

obligations to pay rent, etc don’t apply during a MHCBS

• Once the breathing space ends, enforcement powers return and 
landlords can take action so still in the interests of the tenants 
support network to pay ongoing obligations.

• Likely to see tenants leave a MHCBS and then move into a standard 
breathing space afterwards to deal with debt.



Reviews and cancellations



Reviewing and challenging a breathing 
space
• For a standard breathing space the debt advisor is required to 

perform a midway review.

• If you believe the breathing space should be cancelled you should 
request a review and provide evidence within 20 days of the start of 
the standard breathing space.

• If you’re still unsatisfied you can challenge it in court but given the 
current wait times this is pretty unlikely.



When can a standard breathing space be 
cancelled?
The debtor has not met one or all of their obligations. For landlords this will 
typically mean the tenant has missed a rent payment.

If all parties have agreed a debt solution. Pays to be proactive.

Where the debtor has stopped talking to the debt advisor about their debt.

Where you have challenged the breathing space on the basis that-
• the breathing space unfairly prejudices your interests. For example, you think that 

there has been discriminatory treatment in respect of you, or your debt

• the debtor does not meet at least one of the eligibility criteria for a breathing space

• any of the debts included in the breathing space do not qualify

• the debtor has enough funds to repay their debts


